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Anchor #1

Sample response for “The Real You”:

1) What is the emotion you expressed in your self-portrait?
My emotion was joy. I chose this because most of my time is spent laughing and
having fun. With the curves of the the wrinkles around the eyes and the big smile
lines. All bring out the joy in the picture 

2) How did you use the following to express emotion?

• Line types
I used curvy line to portray a happy layed back style. I didn’t use zig-zag that
would be interperted as rigid. 

• Line qualities 
I used big thick lines for the wrinkles under the eyes to show that the smile goes
all the way to the eyes.

• Value/shading
Shading was so important to make everything come together. The cheeks were
very hard without the lightnig on the tops they would look less round and thek
the emotion away.

3) What type of balance did you use?
A symetrical because is split straght down the middle and is even on both side. I
chose this way because brought out the emotion. 
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Anchor #1 Annotation

Realism Rubric Score: 4
The self-portrait earns a score of 4 on the Realism Rubric for meeting all five of the rubric’s
elements. It is a self-portrait of appropriate and realistic facial features, incorporates at least
two different line types (horizontal and vertical) and line qualities (hard and soft), and
includes a range of values in the portrait of at least five different shades (an excellent job of
shading). Additionally, the portrait uses accurate placement of both the horizontal and
vertical facial features.

Expression of Emotion Rubric Score: 4
The self-portrait earns a score of 4 on the Expression of Emotion Rubric for meeting all four
of the rubric’s requirements. It clearly expresses an emotion and incorporates two different
line types (diagonal/curved mouth lines and curved lines around the eyes) and line qualities
(heavy/soft on eyes) in doing so. Also, the artist manipulates placement/proportion (by
stretching the smile) to further emphasize the emotion.

Response Rubric Score: 4
The student’s response earns a score of 4 on the Response Rubric for meeting all four of the
rubric’s requirements. The response identifies the emotion expressed in the 
self-portrait as “joy”, explains how line types (“curvy line to portray a happy layed back
style”) and line qualities (“thick lines for the wrinkles”) were used to express that, and
identifies the type of balance seen in the portrait: “symetrical.” As those answers all
correspond to the student’s work, each is credited.
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Anchor #2

Sample response for “The Real You”:

1) What is the emotion you expressed in your self-portrait?
The emotion I expressed in my self-portrait is happiness, or laughter. The wide
smile and crinkled eyes give the clue that I love to laugh and smile. It’s just natutal. 

2) How did you use the following to express emotion?

• Line types 
The hair accurately depicts mine, but in this instance it also compliments
“happy.” The lines on the face are curvy and the V-neck shirt says that I can be
very serious sometimes. 

• Line qualities 
I mostly used light, wavy lines to express a light-hearted nature, but the eyes
are darker which expresses seriousness and honest earnestness. 

• Value/shading 
At first the lines seem light and faint, but the dark lines in the eyes and around
the face give a hint that I am not very girly and I have kind of vengeful 
nature—I like justice to be done.

3) What type of balance did you use? 
My portrait is mostly symmetrical, except for the whifs of hair on the forehead.
They give the portrait a little bit of variety. It is not part of my nature to like
things that are very uniform—I like things to be a little off-set, like a surprise. 
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Anchor #2 Annotation

Realism Rubric Score: 4
The self-portrait earns a score of 4 on the Realism Rubric for meeting four of the rubric’s five
elements. It is a self-portrait of appropriate and realistic facial features, incorporates at least
two different line types (curved, vertical, diagonal) and line qualities (light, thick/thin,
hatching), and includes a range of values in the portrait of at least five different shades
(differences seen on the eyes, clothes, lips, cheeks, earrings). While the response is credited
for the accurate horizontal placing of the facial features, no credit is given for the vertical
placement as the bottom portion of the picture (the neck and the shoulders) is too narrow.

Expression of Emotion Rubric Score: 4
The self-portrait earns a score of 4 on the Expression of Emotion Rubric for meeting all four
of the rubric’s requirements. It clearly expresses an emotion and incorporates two different
line types (curved and vertical) and line qualities (hard and soft) in doing so. Also, the artist
manipulates placement/proportion (seen in the smile, cheeks, eyes) to further emphasize the
emotion.

Response Rubric Score: 4
The student’s response earns a score of 4 on the Response Rubric for meeting all four 
of the rubric’s requirements. The response identifies the emotion expressed in the 
self-portrait as “happiness or laughter,” explains how line types (“curvy”) and line qualities
(“light for light-hearted,” “darker which expresses seriousness”) were used to express that,
and identifies the type of balance seen in the portrait: “symmetrical.” As those answers all
correspond to the student’s work, each is credited.
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Anchor #3

Sample response for “The Real You”:

1) What is the emotion you expressed in your self-portrait?
I wanted the feeling to be tired and mad like I dont wannabe here Held against my
will. 

2) How did you use the following to express emotion?

• Line types 
I placed the lines so it would show anger so I used diagonal

• Line qualities 
I used think lines to show tired and anger

• Value/shading 
the shading shows light from one side hence the tired part

3) What type of balance did you use? 
I used a head on shot to show that the sun hitting the face makes me look tired. 
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Anchor #3 Annotation

Realism Rubric Score: 4
The self-portrait earns a score of 4 on the Realism Rubric for meeting all five of the rubric’s
elements. It is a self-portrait of appropriate and realistic facial features, incorporates at least
two different line types (vertical, curved) and line qualities (thick, thin, soft), and includes a
range of values in the portrait of at least five different shades (skin, hair, eyebrows, nostrils,
eyelashes). Additionally, the portrait uses accurate placement of both the horizontal and
vertical facial features.

Expression of Emotion Rubric Score: 4
The self-portrait earns a score of 4 on the Expression of Emotion Rubric for meeting all four
of the rubric’s requirements. It expresses an emotion (somewhat muted, but the picture
certainly contains emotion), and incorporates two different line types (jagged, curved) and
line qualities (heavy/thick, soft, smooth) in doing so. Also, the artist manipulates
placement/proportion (eyes squinting, neck bulky) to further emphasize the emotion.

Response Rubric Score: 3
The student’s response earns a score of 3 on the Response Rubric for meeting three of the
rubric’s four requirements. The response identifies the emotion expressed in the self-portrait
as “tired” or “held against my will,” and explains how line types (diagonal to show anger) and
line qualities (varying line shades to show fatigue) were used to express that. As those
answers correspond to the student’s work, each is credited. However, the student is not
credited for the fourth point as he never identifies the balance he used in his self-portrait.
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Anchor #4

Sample response for “The Real You”:

1) What is the emotion you expressed in your self-portrait?
Happy- and depressed I had lots of shading yet I made him smiling I was trying to
expres him being sad at heart but happy on the outside. 

2) How did you use the following to express emotion?

• Line types 
downward lines to express depression

• Line qualities 
thin

• Value/shading 
lots of shading depression yet happy

3) What type of balance did you use? 
symetrical
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Anchor #4 Annotation

Realism Rubric Score: 3
The self-portrait earns a score of 3 on the Realism Rubric for meeting three of the rubric’s
five elements. The response does incorporate at least two different line types (diagonal,
curved) and line qualities (heavy, medium, light), and it also includes a range of values in the
portrait of at least five different shades. Additionally, the piece is also credited for its accurate
horizontal placement of the facial features. However, the drawing is not credited as being an
“appropriate” or “realistic” self-portrait as it does not include the neck or shoulders (which
the instructions clearly state). It is not credited for the vertical placement of the facial
features because the missing neck and shoulders make it impossible to judge and because the
eyes on the face are too close together.

Expression of Emotion Rubric Score: 4
The self-portrait earns a score of 4 on the Expression of Emotion Rubric for meeting all four
of the rubric’s requirements. It clearly expresses an emotion, and incorporates two different
line types (curved, diagonal, vertical) and line qualities (thick, thin, light, dark) in doing so.
Also, the artist manipulates placement/proportion (the eyes and mouth) to further emphasize
the emotion.

Response Rubric Score: 2
The student’s response earns a score of 2 on the Response Rubric for meeting two of the
rubric’s four requirements. The response identifies the emotion expressed in the self-portrait
as “Happy- and depressed,” and it also identifies the balance used as “symetrical.” As those
answers correspond to the student’s work, each is credited. However, no credit is awarded for
the questions asking how line types or line qualities were used to express the emotion. The
line type answer (“downward lines to express depression”) does not correspond to the
student’s work, and the line quality answer (“thin”) is too vague to be credited.
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Anchor #5

Sample response for “The Real You”:

1) What is the emotion you expressed in your self-portrait?
I intended to show humorous fright, the way I like to jokingly freak people out with
facial expressions, by drawing one, particularly called the “Happy Clown Face”. 
I basically open my eyes as wide as possible and stretch out my jaw as widely as 
I can. 

2) How did you use the following to express emotion?

• Line types 
There aren’t any straght lines; the curved ones differ from each other by many
qualities

• Line qualities 
length, width, boldness, shape, slightly curved for the hair. 

• Value/shading 
for lines made as a result of overlapping, I always put a shadow under it to
make it look more three-dimensional; I also shaded parts of the face where the
was less light. 

3) What type of balance did you use?
I made my right eye slightly larger, since it opened little more than the left. I also
made my teeth uneven, as they are. I baasically did everything else as evenly as
possible, except for my hair which I probably spent the must time working on,
trying to make it completely accurate. 
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Anchor #5 Annotation

Realism Rubric Score: 4
The self-portrait earns a score of 4 on the Realism Rubric for meeting four of the rubric’s five
elements. It is a self-portrait of appropriate and realistic facial features, incorporates at least
two different line types (horizontal, diagonal, curved) and line qualities (dark, heavy, lighter),
and includes a range of values in the portrait of at least five different shades (including the
smudges). Additionally, the portrait is credited for its accurate vertical placement of the facial
features; although not ultimately affecting the student’s overall score, no credit was given for
the horizontal placement of the facial features as the ears in the portrait were seen as being
too low.

Expression of Emotion Rubric Score: 4
The self-portrait earns a score of 4 on the Expression of Emotion Rubric for meeting all four
of the rubric’s requirements. It clearly expresses an emotion, and incorporates two different
line types (curved, diagonal) and line qualities (broken lines on chin add motion to the
“emotion”) in doing so. Also, the artist manipulates placement/proportion (manipulated eyes
to be very wide) to further emphasize the emotion.

Response Rubric Score: 1
The student’s response earns a score of 1 on the Response Rubric for meeting one of the
rubric’s four requirements. The response does identify the emotion expressed in the 
self-portrait as “humorous fright,” but it does not adequately address the other elements of
the rubric. The discussion of how the line types and line qualities were used to express the
emotion does little more than identify line types and qualities but does not address how they
were used. The response also never identifies what type of balance the student used in the
self-portrait.
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Anchor #6

Sample response for “The Real You”:

1) What is the emotion you expressed in your self-portrait?
confusion

2) How did you use the following to express emotion?

• Line types 

• Line qualities 

• Value/shading 

3) What type of balance did you use?
Say what
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Anchor #6 Annotation

Realism Rubric Score: 3
The self-portrait earns a score of 3 on the Realism Rubric for meeting three of the rubric’s
five elements. It is a self-portrait of appropriate and realistic facial features (although
beginning to border on abstract), and incorporates at least two different line types
(horizontal, vertical, diagonal) and line qualities (dark, lighter). Additionally, the piece is also
credited for its accurate vertical placement of the facial features. However, the drawing is not
credited for either the horizontal placement of the facial features (eyes and nose are too high
on the head) or for the use of a range of values of at least five different shades.

Expression of Emotion Rubric Score: 4
The self-portrait earns a score of 4 on the Expression of Emotion Rubric for meeting all four
of the rubric’s requirements. It clearly expresses an emotion, and incorporates two different
line types (diagonal eyebrow, curved lines around eyes) and line qualities (soft/heavy in eyes)
in doing so. Also, the artist manipulates placement/proportion (an arched eyebrow, widening
or squinting of individual eyes) to further emphasize the emotion.

Response Rubric Score: 1
The student’s response earns a score of 1 on the Response Rubric for meeting one of the
rubric’s four requirements. The response does identify the emotion expressed in the 
self-portrait as “confusion,” but it does not adequately address the other elements of the
rubric. No attempt is made to discuss how line types or qualities were used to express
emotion, and the student never identifies the type of balance he used in the portrait.
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Anchor #7

Sample response for “The Real You”:

1) What is the emotion you expressed in your self-portrait?
I created my disturbed appearance by making my eyes darker that everything else.
I used line qualities by outlining my face light. Finally I used shading by making
my hair and eyes light and my eyes dark. 

2) How did you use the following to express emotion?

• Line types 

• Line qualities 

• Value/shading 

3) What type of balance did you use?
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Anchor #7 Annotation

Realism Rubric Score: 2
The self-portrait earns a score of 2 on the Realism Rubric for meeting two of the rubric’s five
elements. It is a self-portrait of appropriate and realistic facial features, and incorporates at
least two different line types (horizontal, vertical, curved) and line qualities (heavy pressure,
hatching). However, the drawing is not credited for the use of a range of values of at least five
shades (only four distinct shades are seen here), nor is it credited for the accurate placement
of the facial features horizontally (eyes too high on the head) or vertically (eyes too close
together, shoulders too narrow).

Expression of Emotion Rubric Score: 2
The self-portrait earns a score of 2 on the Expression of Emotion Rubric for meeting two 
of the rubric’s four requirements. It does express an emotion (muted, but it is there), and
incorporates two different line qualities (light and dark around the eyes) in doing so.
However, neither the line types in the picture nor its placement/proportion seem to do
anything to help express emotion and hence are not credited.

Response Rubric Score: 2
The student’s response earns a score of 2 on the Response Rubric for meeting two of the
rubric’s four requirements. The response identifies the emotion expressed in the self-portrait
as “disturbed,” and it also accurately identifies the way line qualities are used in the 
self-portrait to express emotion (by discussing them in terms of “light” and “dark”). As those
answers correspond to the student’s work, each is credited. However, no credit is awarded for
explaining how line types were used to express emotion or what balance was used because
the student does not address either of those elements.
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Anchor #8

Sample response for “The Real You”:

1) What is the emotion you expressed in your self-portrait?
The emotio that i expiessed was happenest

2) How did you use the following to express emotion?

• Line types 
cved lins fo smiLS

• Line qualities 
lit lns of happenes

• Value/shading 
lit lns on most 

3) What type of balance did you use?
I trid toset eveytng on my face to look belencd
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Anchor #8 Annotation

Realism Rubric Score: 2
The self-portrait earns a score of 2 on the Realism Rubric for meeting two of the rubric’s five
elements. It is a self-portrait of appropriate and realistic facial features (although the face
shape is odd, many of the features are accurate), and incorporates at least two different line
types (horizontal, vertical, curved) and line qualities (thick, thin). However, the drawing is
not credited for the use of a range of values of at least five shades, nor is it credited for the
accurate placement of the facial features horizontally (eyes too high) or vertically (mouth 
too wide).

Expression of Emotion Rubric Score: 2
The self-portrait earns a score of 2 on the Expression of Emotion Rubric for meeting two 
of the rubric’s four requirements. It does express an emotion, and manipulates
placement/proportion (the smiling mouth) in doing so. However, neither the line types nor
line qualities in the picture seem to do anything to help express emotion and hence are not
credited.

Response Rubric Score: 2
The student’s response earns a score of 2 on the Response Rubric for meeting two of the
rubric’s four requirements. The response identifies the emotion expressed in the self-portrait
as happiness, and it also accurately identifies the way line types are used in the self-portrait
to express emotion (“curved” lines in building a smile). As those answers correspond to the
student’s work, each is credited. However, no credit is awarded for explaining how line
qualities were used to express emotion or what balance was used because the student does
not adequately address either of those elements.
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Anchor #9

Sample response for “The Real You”:

1) What is the emotion you expressed in your self-portrait?
I expressed the emotion of feeling jaded. I tried to draw myself with a kind of glazed
look. 

2) How did you use the following to express emotion?

• Line types 
I used short, skitchy lines for the nose and more clearly defined lines for the
mouth and glasses. 

• Line qualities 
I drew some lines that were sketchy, and some that were clearer. 

• Value/shading 
I shaded under the eyes to give the illusion of depth

3) What type of balance did you use?
I drew myself near, but slightly off, center in order to add some sort of interest. 
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Anchor #9 Annotation

Realism Rubric Score: 3
The self-portrait earns a score of 3 on the Realism Rubric for meeting three of the rubric’s
five elements. It is a self-portrait of appropriate and realistic facial features, and incorporates
at least two different line types (horizontal, vertical, curved) and line qualities (dark, lighter).
Additionally, the piece is also credited for its accurate vertical placement of the facial
features. However, the drawing is not credited for either the horizontal placement of the
facial features (eyes too high on the head) or for the use of a range of values of at least five
different shades.

Expression of Emotion Rubric Score: 2
The self-portrait earns a score of 2 on the Expression of Emotion Rubric for meeting two of
the rubric’s four requirements. It does express an emotion, and uses two different line types
(around the eyes and mouth) to express some of that emotion. However, neither the line
qualities nor the placement/proportion in the picture seem to do anything to help express
emotion and hence are not credited.

Response Rubric Score: 1
The student’s response earns a score of 1 on the Response Rubric for meeting one of the
rubric’s four requirements. The response does identify the emotion expressed in the 
self-portrait as “jaded,” but it does not adequately address the other elements of the rubric.
The discussion of line types and qualities never addresses how they affected the emotion in
the portrait. The answer regarding balance only addresses where the drawing was on the
paper, not the kind of balance that was used.
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Anchor #10

Sample response for “The Real You”:

1) What is the emotion you expressed in your self-portrait?
The emotion I expressed in my self portrait is happy. I didnt feel like putting mad
because I was in a good mood. I expressed myself happy because I was. 

2) How did you use the following to express emotion?

• Line types 

• Line qualities 

• Value/shading 
I used value/shading to express my emotion in the self protait of me. 

3) What type of balance did you use?
light
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Anchor #10 Annotation

Realism Rubric Score: 2
The self-portrait earns a score of 2 on the Realism Rubric for meeting two of the rubric’s five
elements. It does incorporate the use of two different line types and two different line
qualities, and it also uses accurate vertical placement of the facial features. However, the
drawing is not credited as being an “appropriate or realistic” depiction as only the eyes seem
real (the nose and mouth are very “cartoony”), nor is it credited for the use of a range of
values of five different shades (only four seem obvious here) or for its horizontal placement 
of the facial features (the eyes are too high).

Expression of Emotion Rubric Score: 1
The self-portrait earns a score of 1 on the Expression of Emotion Rubric for meeting one of
the rubric’s four requirements. The drawing certainly does express an emotion, but that is
due largely to the cartoony smile. However, other than using a curved line for that smile, 
the line types, line qualities, and placement/proportion used in the drawing do little to
express emotion and are therefore not credited.

Response Rubric Score: 1
The student’s response earns a score of 1 on the Response Rubric for meeting one of the
rubric’s four requirements. The response does identify the emotion expressed in the 
self-portrait as “happy,” but it does not adequately address the other elements of the rubric.
In fact, the student’s written response does not even attempt to answer the questions about
the type of balance used nor how the student incorporated line types and qualities.
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Anchor #11

Sample response for “The Real You”:

1) What is the emotion you expressed in your self-portrait?
I use emotion of my portrait is myself smiling.

2) How did you use the following to express emotion?

• Line types 
I use the line types to shape and line it up with the face.

• Line qualities 

• Value/shading 

3) What type of balance did you use?
The type of balance I use is the pencil, and use the portrait by putting it crocget to
get balance for the line.
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Anchor #11 Annotation

Realism Rubric Score: 1
The self-portrait earns a score of 1 on the Realism Rubric for meeting one of the rubric’s five
elements. The response is credited for incorporating two different line types (curved,
diagonal) and two different line qualities (light, dark), although no further credit is awarded.
The drawing was not considered “appropriate” or “realistic” (because it does not have
shoulders and is more of a caricature than a portrait). It did not incorporate the use of a
range of values of five different shades. The vertical placement of the facial features was not
credited because the shoulders were missing and the eyes were too wide, while the horizontal
placement was considered off because the eyes were too high on the head.

Expression of Emotion Rubric Score: 2
The self-portrait earns a score of 2 on the Expression of Emotion Rubric for meeting two of
the rubric’s four requirements. It does express an emotion (mostly in the mouth), and
manipulates placement/proportion (again the mouth) in doing so. However, other than the
curved lines used in the mouth area, neither the line types nor line qualities in the picture
seem to do anything to help express emotion and hence are not credited.

Response Rubric Score: 0
The student’s response earns a score of 0 on the Response Rubric for meeting none of the
rubric’s four requirements. Although an attempt is made, the response does not even name
an emotion or a type of balance, and it does not adequately explain how line types or
qualities were used in the picture.
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Anchor #12

Sample response for “The Real You”:

1) What is the emotion you expressed in your self-portrait? 
The expression I am showing is confused, very thoughtful, ornery mood. 

2) How did you use the following to express emotion?

• Line types 
good

• Line qualities 
good

• Value/shading 
good

3) What type of balance did you use?
On the tip of the pencil. 
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Anchor #12 Annotation

Realism Rubric Score: 1
The self-portrait earns a score of 1 on the Realism Rubric for meeting one of the rubric’s five
elements. The response is credited for incorporating two different line types (curved, vertical)
and two different line qualities (heavy, thick, thin), although no further credit is awarded.
The drawing was not considered “appropriate” or “realistic” (the triangle nose, oversized
mouth and head), and it only incorporates the use of a range of values of perhaps two shades.
The horizontal placement of the facial features was not credited because the eyes were too
high and the distance between the nose and mouth was too great, while the vertical
placement was off because the neck and shoulders and the space between the eyes are all too
small.

Expression of Emotion Rubric Score: 1
The self-portrait earns a score of 1 on the Expression of Emotion Rubric for meeting one of
the rubric’s four requirements. The drawing certainly does express an emotion, but that is
due largely to the cartoony smile. However, other than using a curved line for that smile (and
perhaps in the eyelashes), the line types, line qualities, and placement/proportion used in the
drawing do little to express emotion and are therefore not credited.

Response Rubric Score: 0
The student’s response earns a score of 0 on the Response Rubric for meeting none of the
rubric’s four requirements. Although an attempt is made, the response does not adequately
explain how line types or qualities were used in the picture, and the balance used is never
identified. Additionally, no credit can be awarded for the student’s selection of an emotion
because the emotion the student identified (“confused”, “ornery”) directly contradicts their
smiling self-portrait. To be credited, the answers on the Written Response must correspond
directly to the student’s self-portrait.
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